We suggest a theoretical model to characterize regular and chaotic orbits for a system of two ions in a 3D Paul trap, depending on the chosen control parameters. When the electric potential is time independent or in case of the pseudopotential approximation for RF traps, an autonomous Hamilton function can be associated to the ion system. In that case, the family of electric potentials can be classified according to the Morse theory, the ergodic theory, the bifurcation theory, and the catastrophe theory. This classification qualitatively determines the structure of the phase space, the minimum, maximum, and critical points, the periodic orbits and the separatrices. Besides the case of axial motion, ion dynamics in a nonlinear trap is generally non-integrable and chaotic orbits prevail in the phase portrait, except specific neighborhoods around the points of minimum which consist of regular orbits, according to the Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser (KAM) theory. Those points of minimum are the ones that exhibit a particular interest in order to implement quantum logic operations for systems of trapped ions. Collective dynamics for systems of N ions is also presented.
Introduction. Applications of ion traps to the study of classical and quantum dynamics
The radiofrequency (Paul) trap [1, 2] and the Penning trap [3] , have proven to be among the most versatile instruments in modern atomic and quantum physics [4, 5, 6] . Ions confined in oscillating radiofrequency (RF) fields represent a distinct and fascinating class of physical systems, where classical and quantum effects try to establish an equilibrium as they weight each other. Since it is impossible to confine a charged particle in three dimensional space using static electric fields (according to the Earnshaw theorem), an electric field oscillating at radio-frequency (RF) is applied instead, that creates a saddle shaped potential which oscillates at the RF frequency [7] . This potential harmonically confines ions in the region where the field exhibits a minimum, under conditions of dynamical stability. Classical ion dynamics is characterized by Hill (Mathieu) equations [4, 8] . Rapid trapping field oscillations generate an effective KapizaDirac potential that restrains the motion of electrically charged ions to a well defined region of space. As an outcome, a quasi-equilibrium distribution emerges [9] .
A harmonically trapped and laser-cooled ion represents a key system for quantum optics [10] , used in order to investigate pure quantum phenomena [11, 12] . Fundamental tests on quantum mechanics have thus been made possible, together with applications such as high-resolution spectroscopy, quantum metrology [13, 14] , quantum computation [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20] , studies of quantum chaos and integrability [21, 22] , nonequilibrium quantum dynamics of many-body systems [23] , quantum sensing [24] , realization of optical atomictime frequency standards [25, 26, 27] with exceptional accuracy. One of the most promising systems that reduces decoherence effects [5, 28] down to a level where quantum state engineering (state preparation) can be achieved consists of one or more trapped ions [11, 29] . In a good approximation, the CM of a trapped ion experiences a harmonic external trapping potential. Hence, the ion trap can be assimilated with a quantum harmonic oscillator [30] .
Quantum dynamics in ion traps is investigated in [31, 32, 33] . In addition, the coherent state approach [34, 35] leads to quantum solutions that are explicitly constructed as functions of the classical trajectories on the phase space [36, 37, 38] . Ion dynamics in a radiofrequency (RF) octupole trap was described in [39, 40] , characterizing the stability of this nonlinear parametric oscillator.
Collective dynamics for systems of ions confined in quadrupole 3D traps with cylindrical symmetry is presented in [41] .
The quantum Hamiltonian for a boson confined in a nonlinear ion trap is investigated in [42] . By using the time-dependent variational principle (TDVP), the quantum equation of motion in the Husimi (Q) representation for the boson results, which is shown to be fully consistent with the classical equation of motion. It is known that a phase-space representation of quantum mechanics, such as the Husimi or the Wigner representation, reveals the structure of the corresponding phase-space [43] . In particular, for the case of regular classical dynamics, the Husimi function of an eigenstate (or of a Floquet state in the case of a driven system) is localized in phase-space along the corresponding quantizing torus.
A qualitative investigation on the dynamical stability of an ion confined in a nonlinear Paul trap, in presence of an external electromagnetic field, is performed in [44] . For the first time the equation associated to ion dynamics is shown to be consistent with the equation that describes a damped, forced Duffing oscillator. Phase portraits and Poincaré sections illustrate that the system exhibits fractal properties and strange attractors. The dynamics of a single trapped ion in the nonlinear regime has been investigated in [45] , by using the Duffing oscillator model again. Damping was achieved via the laser cooling mechanism that contributes with an additional nonlinear term.
Charged fine particles confined in an AC trap exhibit either periodic motion or irregular motion, depending on the frequency and amplitude of the AC electric field. The potential is shown to generate a rotational diffusion of chaotic orbits [46] . The structure and dynamics of discrete solitons in inhomogeneous, trapped Wigner crystals, is presented in [47] . The formation and properties of the Peierls-Nabarro (PN) potential as a function of trap parameters for various kink types is also reported. Bifurcations occuring in the space of crystal configurations that lead to formation of the PN potential are discussed.
Quasiclassical dynamics of trapped ions can be characterized by applying the time dependent variational principle (TDVP) on coherent state orbits and use of the coherent states formalism for dynamic groups [4, 32, 48] , in case of quadrupole and octupole combined (Paul and Penning) [3, 49] or radiofrequency (RF) traps [50, 51] .
Sympathetic cooling of ten trapped barium ions immersed in a gas of threemillion laser-cooled calcium atoms is studied in [52] . Nonequilibrium behaviour emergence is reported by observing how bifurcations crop up in the ion steadystate temperature, parameterized by the ion number. The quantum damping motion of a system of trapped ions via a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian with dipole and quadrupole imaginary potential is studied in [53] . A qualitative phasespace treatment of the motion of charged particles in electrodynamic traps is performed in [54] , with an emphasis on the integrable and chaotic motion of a single ion. All these investigations open new pathways towards exploring non-equilibrium dynamics in the atomic world.
The paper investigates dynamical systems of trapped ions, by using the dynamical group theory to describe regular and chaotic dynamics of the system, depending on the control parameters determined by the radiofrequency trapping field and the trap geometry. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents some basic notions regarding the theory of dynamical systems. Section 3 applies the theory of dynamical systems to describe ion dynamics in a Paul trap. The electric potential of the trap is considered a general solution of the Laplace equation, built using spherical harmonics functions. The simplest non-trivial model to describe the regular and chaotic behavior of trapped ions is the Hamilton function of the relative motion of two ions that interact via the Coulomb force in an axial quadrupole trap, under the pseudopotential approximation. The model was introduced in [1] and has been later studied in [55, 56, 57, 58] . Section 4 extends this model and suggests a theoretical model to characterize regular and chaotic orbits for a system of two ions in a classical Paul trap, depending on the chosen control parameters. Using numerical simulations, the phase portraits for the system under study are illustrated. We show that the solutions of the equations of motions are periodic trajectories when the ratio of the eigenfrequencies is a rational number. When the ratio is an irrational number, repetitive (iterative) rotations occur around a certain point, at irrational angles, which is an imprint of chaos. By studying the mathematical signs of the Hessian matrix eigenvalues in the critical points, we explicitly determine the minimum and saddle points, the degenerate critical points, the bifurcation set and the catastrophe set. The results obtained are also valid for two ions of different masses or different electrical charges, by generalising the system under investigation. The dynamics of the systems of N ions confined in an electromagnetic trap can be studied locally in the neighborhood of the minimum configurations that describe ordered structures (Coulomb or ion crystals). Almost everywhere, the phase space consists of chaotic regions, while the regions of regular orbits are tori, according to the Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser (KAM) theorem [59] . In order to perform a global description, collective models with a small number of degrees of freedom can be introduced. Conclusions are presented in Section 6.
Complements of nonlinear dynamical systems

Dynamical systems
A dynamical system is one that changes in time through the variation of the system states. A dynamical system consists of the phase space (or the Euclidean space) together with an evolution rule called the system dynamics, in order to predict the trajectory as a function of a single parameter (time) [60, 61] . The evolution rule can be deterministic or stochastic [62] . A deterministic evolution rule is a mapping from the phase space to the phase space [63] . Once the system dynamics is known, it comes to the theory of dynamical systems to investigate the ways in which these states change on long-term.
Newton's classical mechanics allows one to characterize dynamical systems with a finite number of degrees of freedom using ordinary differential equations.
The evolution of dynamical systems that exhibit an infinite number of degrees of freedom is determined by partial derivative equations. Poincaré was the one to initiate the qualitative study of the differential equations, while he has in the same time established the foundation of the dynamical systems theory. The development of the dynamical systems theory can be considered as a simultaneous investigation on two separate directions: on one hand the need for simplicity, understanding, and stability; on the other hand the disclosure of complexity, instability, and chaos [64] . neighborhood V 1 ⊂ V , such that every solution x (x 0 , t) with x 0 ∈ V is defined and localized in V for any instance of time t, with t > 0. If in addition V 1 can be chosen to ensure that x (t) →x pentru t → ∞, thenx is called asymptotically stable [60, 62, 64] .
Equilibrium
Asymptotically stable fixed points are called sinks. A fixed point is called unstable if it is not stable: saddle points and sinks are examples of such equilibria. When a fixed point becomes unstable the bifurcating solutions can be found on the exponentially attracting center manifold [59] . The stability concepts previously defined are local in nature: they concern only the behaviour of the solutions near the fixed pointx. Even if such solutions stay permanently bound, other solutions can not globally exist.
Lagrange and Hamilton functions
We denote by L (q,q, t) the Lagrange function for the system of interest.
The associated Hamilton function can be expressed as
where p = (p 1 , . . . , p n ) is a system of n generalized moments defined as
We consider a dynamical autonomous system for a material point located in a conservative field. We denote the Hamiltonian of this system by H, and we consider q 0 as an equilibrium point [65] . The q 0 point is defined as stable if the potential energy exhibits an absolute local minimum in q 0 . Then the F function, defined as
is a Lyapunov function [59, 64, 66] .
Morse Theory
The object of the catastrophe theory [67] lies in the classification of degenerate singular points for families of real functions, smooth on a real differential manifold, parameterized through the control parameters [60, 68] . The critical points of a smooth function f : M → R are the x ∈ M points for which all partial derivatives vanish: ∂f (x) /∂x i = 0, for all indices i. The critical point for which the Hessian matrix of the f function is non-singular: Consider a smooth function f :
Then we introduce the Hessian matrix defined as [65] H
The critical point x is non-degenerate if det H (x) = 0 (the H (x) matrix is non-singular). The critical point x is degenerate if det H (x) = 0. If x is a non-degenerate critical point, we can distinguish among three sub-cases:
1. x is a point of minimum if H (x) is a positively defined matrix. In that case all eigenvalues are positive;
2. x is a point of maximum if H (x) is a negatively defined matrix;
3. x is a saddle point if H (x) is a non-defined matrix.
Dynamical systems theory applied to systems of trapped ions
The equations of motion for a system of two ions confined in a Paul trap
Further on we will apply and particularize some concepts of the dynamical systems theory, briefly presented above, to the classical study of dynamical systems consisting of two trapped ions. We will consider the case of two ions of mass m 1 and m 2 , levitated within a quadrupole Paul trap, characterized by the force constants k 1 and k 2 , respectively. The reduced equations of motion are:
where a represents the constant of force that characterizes the Coulomb repelling between the two trapped ions. The trap control parameters are:
which implies a time averaging on the micromotion at frequency Ω, where the higher order terms in the Mathieu equation that describes the ion motion are discarded. V 0 stands for radiofrequency (RF) voltage supplied to the classical Paul trap electrodes. The Coulomb force constant is a ≡ 2e 2 /r 3 < 0, as it results from the series expansion of e 2 /r 2 around an average deviation of the trapped particle with respect to the trap centre r 0 ≡ (x 0 − y 0 ) < 0, determined by the initial conditions.
The Hamilton principle. Analysis of ion dynamics. Stability.
The expressions of the kinetic and potential energy for the system of two trapped ions are:
We choose
where Q 1 represents the electric charge of one of the ions. We assume the two ions possess equal electric charges Q 1 = Q 2 . The electric potential associated to the trap we considered is Φ 1 = β 1 x 1 2 + . . . . The Lagrange function is written in the standard form L (q i ,q i ) = T − U , and the Lagrange equations are
where q i are the generalized coordinates, andq i represent the generalized velocities. The Lagrange equations for the axial and radial direction, denoted as x and y, can be expressed as:
We obtain ∂U ∂y
In case of a one-dimensional system of s particles (ions) or for a system with s degrees of freedom, the expression of the potential energy is:
By performing a series expansion of the Coulomb potential in spherical coordinates we can write
where Y * kq and Y kq stand for the spherical harmonic functions. We choose r = | − → x | and R = − → X . The expression labelled by (1) is valid when r < R, while the expression labelled by (2) is valid in case r > R. Further on we expand in series around R, assuming a diluted medium. The interaction potential is
We denote [71] 
From eqs. (17) we infer [72] 
Moreover, ξ 2 = r 
The external trapping field − → E is generated by the potential Φ associated to the external electric field, namely − → E = −∇Φ. The force exerted by the electric field upon a particle of electric charge q is − → F = q − → E , and the associated potential energy is V p = qΦ.
We choose an electric potential V = 1 |z| which we expand in series around z 0 > 0
with z − z 0 = x − y. Then, the expression of the potential energy for a system of two ions in the trap can be cast into:
and it represents the sum of the potential energies of the two ions, assimilated with two harmonic oscillators, while the third term in the relationship 21 describes the Coulomb interaction between the ions. As Hamilton's principle (of least action) requires for the potential energy to be minimum in order for the system to be stable, we search a minimum of U . Such a minimum results under the following conditions:
A system of equations results
We denote
It follows that
enables us to determine the points of minimum x 1 and x 2 of the system in an equilibrium state. We choose
and denote
From eq. (25) we infer
We revert to the expansion of the trap electric potential in eq. (20) , then use eqs. (27) to express the potential energy as
After doing the math and using eqs. (24) and (27) , it results that
From eq. (10) we obtain a/2 = λ/z 0 . According to the principle of least action, the system is stable when the potential energy is minimum, which means that the Lagrange function reaches a maximal value.
Solutions of the equations of motion
We search solutions such as
Then, the equations of motion can be recast as:
A linear homogeneous system of s equations with s variables admits non-The determinant of the system of equations is:
The stability requirement for the system demands for the determinant of this equation to be zero. Thus we infer:
The discriminant of eq. (34) can be cast as
As it is well known, a liniar homogeneous sytem of equations admits nonzero solutions only if the determinant associated to the system is zero. Hence, the solution of eq. (34) is expressed as:
A solution for this system would be
The solution represents in fact a superposition of two oscillations with secular frequencies ω 1 and ω 2 , that stand for the eigenfrequencies of the system investigated. Assuming that a k 1,2 (a requirement that is frequently met in practice) in eq. (34), we can define the condition of strong coupling as
where the modes of oscillation are
By studying the phase relations between the solutions of eq. (6), we notice that the ω 1 mode describes a translation of the two ions where the distance r 0 between them is constant, while the Coulomb repulsion between them remains unchanged, a fact that is indicated by the absence of the term a in eq. (39) . This mode of translation generates an axial current which can be detected. In case of the ω 2 mode, the distance between the ions increases and then decreases around the location of a fixed center of mass (CM), situation when the electric current and implicitly the signal are zero. Although this mode can not be electronically detected, optical detection is possible. Therefore, for collective modes of motion the theory predicts that only a peak of the mass will be detected, corresponding to the average mass of the two ions. In case of weak coupling, the inequality in eq. (38) reverses, while from eq. (36) we infer
that is, every mode of the motion corresponds to a single mass, and the resonance is shifted by the term a. Moreover, within the limit m 1 = m 2 , the strong coupling requirement in eq. (38) is always satisfied no matter how weak the Coulomb coupling, which makes the weak coupling condition inapplicable in practice. Fig. 1 (a) illustrates the phase portrait for a system of two ions, when the ratio between the frequencies is ω 1 /ω 2 = 1.5/2. The theory of differential equations states that, when the ratio of the eigenfrequencies is a rational number ω 1 /ω 2 ∈ Q, the solutions of the equations of motion (37) are periodic trajectories. Ion dynamics is then characterized as stable. If the ratio between the eigenfrequencies is an irrational number ω 1 /ω 2 / ∈ Q, iterative rotations at irrational angles occur around a point [66] . Such iterative irrational rotations are called ergodic, which is stated by the theorem of Weyl [73] . The angular frequencies between points located on the circles take discrete values. Fig. 1 (b) and (c) illustrate the ergodic dynamics of the system under investigation. In this case, ion dynamics is unstable while exhibiting traces of chaos. Fig. 2 "Ergodicity implies that the phase space M cannot be decomposed into subsets with non-vanishing measure each of which remains invariant" [66] . 
where µ x = a + , q = 4QU ac mΩ 2 (r 2 0 + 2z 2 0 )
. U dc and U ac stand for the d.c and RF trap voltage, respectively, Q is the particle electric charge, Ω is the RF voltage frequency, while r 0 and z 0 represent the trap radial and axial dimensions. For a, q 1, eq. (42) can be investigated in the pseudopotential approximation, in which the motion is averaged over the driving terms that induce a high frequency oscillating motion (micromotion) [56] . Then, an autonomous Hamilton function results which can be expressed in scaled cylindrical coordinates (ρ, φ, z) as
where
and r = ρ 2 + z 2 , λ = µ z /µ x , µ z = 2 (q 2 − a). ν is the scaled axial (z) component of the angular momentum L z and it represents a constant of motion, while µ z represents the second secular frequency [57] . Both λ and ν are positive control parameters. For arbitrary ν and λ = 1/2, 1, 2, eq. (44) is integrable and even separable, except the case when λ = 1/2, and |ν| > 0 (ν = 0). After some calculus we obtain
and we distinguish between three cases [55, 58] :
(a) λ = 1 2 and from eq. (45) we infer q 2 − a
In a similar manner we obtain
By using the Morse theory [60, 69, 70] , we are able to determine the critical points of the U potential as solutions of the system of equations:
with ∂r/∂ρ = ρ/r and ∂r/∂z = z/r. Further on, we find that
which leads us to the following two cases.
Case 1. z = 0 . The first equation of the system (46) can be recast as
Then, a function which depends of ρ results
The second equation tells us that q = 3 √ 14 is a point of minimum for f (ρ).
In case ρ 0 > 0, for ν = 0 and
For ν = 0 we infer
It is obvious that only the solution ρ 2 = 1 satisfies the equation, while the solution ρ 1 is does not fit. Thus, for ν = 0 and z 0 = 0, ρ 0 = 1 is a solution.
with λ > 0 which means q 2 > a.
We revert to the first equation of the system (46), and we obtain
from which we infer
for λ < 1, while in case λ ≤ 1 and ν = 0 there are no solutions. In case when λ < 1, ν = 0 we obtain ρ = 0, while for λ = 1, ν = 0 it follows that any ρ ≥ 0 is a solution. As r = z 2 + ρ 2
We distinguish between three subcases Subcase (i): λ < 1 , ν = 0 and
where the c index of λ stands for critical.
These are the solutions of the equations of motion for the two ion system.
After doing the math, the Hessian matrix of the potential U results as
In order to characterize the critical points of the system we will further investigate the hessian matrix of the potential. The determinant and the trace of the Hessian matrix result as
From eqs. (55) we notice that Tr H = 0. Thus H has at least a strictly positive eigenvalue. In order to investigate the critical points for the system of trapped ions, two cases are considered Case 1. z = 0 and r = ρ. Then eqs. (55) change accordingly
We distinguish among the following subcases:
A system of equations results, such as
We obtain the tabel of the eigenvalues λ 1 and λ 2 of the Hessian matrix:
The critical point is degenerate if and only if λ = 1. If det H = 0 the system is non-degenerate. The system is degenerate if det H = 0.
In order for a function to be smooth, its derivatives are required to be continuous. We revert to eq. (49). Then ν 2 = ρ ρ 3 − 1 and
Then the requirement det H = 0, characteristic for degenerate critical points, implies ρ = λ −2/3 or ρ = 4 −3 , which results in the occurrence of two subsubcases: a) ρ = λ −2/3 and by reverting to eq. (46) we obtain
b) ρ 4 ≥ ρ , ρ ≥ 1 which leads to the appearance of a point of minimum when ρ > λ −2/3 , while in case when ρ < λ −2/3 a saddle point occurs.
In that case, after some calculus and use of eq. (51), eqs. (55) can be recast
Tr
with 0 ≤ λ 2 ≤ 1. Several subcases can be distinguished, as follows:
In such case Tr H = 3 and det H = 0, which makes the critical point degenerate.
Subcase (ii): ν = 0 , λ 2 = 0. A degenerate critical point results with ρ = |ν|.
In this case det H = 0 and we have again a degenerate critical point
Subcase (iii): 0 ≤ λ 2 < 1 , ν = 0. As det H > 0, a point of minimum results:
Subcase (iv): 0 < λ 2 < 1 , ν = 0 → ρ = 0. As det H = 0, a point of minimum results with z 12 = ±λ −2/3 .
A degenerate critical point results with z = 0 (det H = 0) .
The degenerate critical points (characterized by det H = 0) compose the bifurcation set, whose image in the control parameter space (namely the ν − λ plan) establishes the catastrophe set of equations which defines the separatrix: where m α is the mass of the ion denoted by α, x α = (x α1 , . . . , x αd ), and δ j and κ ij might eventually be functions that depend on time. The Hamilton function associated to the system of N ions, denoted by H, can be cast as
where W represents the interaction potential between the ions.
If the ions possess equal masses, we introduce d coordinates x j of the center of mass (CM) of the system
and d (N − 1) coordinates y αj with respect to the relative motion of the ions
Further on we introduce d collective coordinates s j and the collective coordinate s, defined as
By calculus, we obtain
From eq. (67) ε is sufficiently small. On the other hand, the collective variable s can be also interpreted as a dispersion:
We further introduce the moments p αj associated to the coordinates x αj . We also introduce d impulses p j of the center of mass (CM) and d (N − 1) moments ξ αj of the relative motion characterized as
with p αj = −i (∂/∂x αj ). We also introduce
In addition
When d = 3, we denote by L α3 the projection of the angular momentum of the α particle on the axis 3. Then, the projections of the total angular momentum and of the angular momentum of the relative motion on the axis 3, denoted by L 3 and L 3 respectively, satisfy
In case of a quadrupole trap that exhibits cylindrical symmetry, for a constant axial magnetic field B 0 , the Hamilton function for the system of N ions of mass M and equal electric charge Q can be cast into [4, 50, 51] 
with
where ω c is the cyclotronic frequency in the Penning trap, c 2 depends on the trap geometry, and A (t) represents a function that is periodic in time [51] .
Then H can be expressed as the sum between the Hamiltonian of the CM of the system H CM , and the Hamiltonian H which characterizes the relative motion of the ions:
We assume W as an interaction potential that is invariant to translations (it only depends of y αj ). The ordering of ions within the trap can be illustrated by standard numerical programming, using the Hamilton function given below
where the second term describes the effective electric potential of the electromagnetic trap and the third term accounts for the Coulomb repulsion between the ions.
Conclusions
The paper presents a theoretical model to characterize the regular and chaotic orbits for a system of two ions in a 3D Paul trap. The electric potential is considered to be a general solution of the Laplace equation, built using spherical harmonics functions with time dependent coefficients. This family of potentials includes most of the ion traps that are used in experiments, such as Paul, Penning, and combined (Paul and Penning) traps [3] , multipole or cylindrical traps, linear radiofrequency (RF) traps [74] . Using numerical simulations, the phase portraits for the system under study have been illustrated. We show that the solutions of the equations of motions are periodic trajectories when the ratio of the eigenfrequencies is a rational number. When the ratio between the system eigenfrequencies is an irrational number, repetitive (iterative) rotations called ergodic occur around a certain point, at irrational angles, and ion dynamics bears the imprint of chaos.
The dynamical system of interest has been investigated in order to characterize the stability properties and the chaotic behavior depending on two control parameters: the axial angular moment and the ratio between the radial and axial trap frequencies. In the non-integrable (respectively, integrable) case the corresponding quantum system is characterized through a Wigner type (respectively, Poisson type) distribution of the energy levels. Besides the case of axial motion, ion dynamics in a nonlinear trap is generally non-integrable and chaotic orbits prevail in the phase portrait, except specific neighborhoods around the points of minimum which consist of regular orbits, according to the KAM theory [59, 66] . Those minimum points are the ones that exhibit a particular interest for implementing quantum logic operations [4, 32, 41, 50, 51] . By studying the mathematical signs of the Hessian matrix eigenvalues, the critical points, the minimum and saddle points, the bifurcation set, and the catastrophe set are explicitly determined. The results are also valid for two ions of different masses or different electrical charges, by generalising the system under investigation.
If the control parameters change smoothly between two points that correspond to integrable Hamilton functions, then the system passes between two cases of regular dynamics through chaotic regimes of motion. Integrable Hamiltonians accept dynamical symmetry groups. For instance, within the limits where the Coulomb interaction or the trap field are dominant, the dynamical groups are realizations of the symplectic group Sp(2, R), as shown in [32, 49, 50, 51] .
The dynamics of systems of N ions confined in an electromagnetic trap can be studied locally in the neighborhood of the minimum configurations that describe ordered structures (Coulomb or ion crystals). Almost everywhere, the phase space consists of chaotic regions, while the regions of regular orbits are tori according to the KAM theorem. In order to perform a global description, collective models with a small number of degrees of freedom can be introduced, or the Coulomb potential can be approximated with specific potentials for which the N -particle potentials are integrable. Small enough perturbations maintain the quantum stability although the classical system generally exhibits a chaotic behaviour. The system of N ions that interacts via the Coulomb force also exhibits a continuous part of the energy spectrum, for which the classical counterpart consists of families of chaotic orbits. However, a weak correspondence can be established between the classical and quantum chaotic dynamics, using
Husimi functions. Thus, it comes naturally to characterize the quantum ion crystals by means of the minimum points of the Husimi function [50, 51] . The equilibrium configurations are determined by standard numerical programming [64, 75] .
